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Abstract 

In the history and culture of Iran, the myth of dragon killing has always carried ritual and 
religious value. In these myths, evil forces and rebellious power of the Self have taken dragon 
form so that the champion of the story fights with them to reach the higher stage of conduct 
(Soluk) and spirituality and true victory, that is, overcoming the Self (Nafs). Similarly, the 
contrast between good and evil derives from the concept of binarity in ancient rituals which, 
in the world of myths, is the battlefield between divine power and evil forces. These mythical 
notions, this contrast and binary worldview were of interest to Iranian artists and were 
reflected in their paintings. This study aimed to examine comparatively the myth of dragon 
killing in the images in Ferdowsi's Shahnameh (The Book of Kings) and their relation to 
binarity worldview in ancient Iran. Research questions are: 1- What is the relationship 
between the myth of dragon killing and the binarity worldview in ancient Iran? 2. Do the 
images depicting the killing of dragons follow the myths of dragon killing? The research 
method is descriptive-analytic using a comparative approach and documentary sources as 
well as library are used to collect data. The research population consists of 6 images of 
Ferdowsi's illustrated Shahnamehs related to the historical periods that were analyzed 
qualitatively. The results of the study show that, as the concept of binarity in Aryan 
fundamental beliefs is related to the two forces of good and evil, and the issue of moral 
choice is one of the most important issues in Zoroastrianism; In the images, there is always a 
confrontation between a hero who is a symbol of goodness and divine power with a dragon 
which symbolizes evil and abomination. 

 

Keywords: Dragons, Binarity Worldview, Ferdowsi's Shahnameh, Myth, Iranian Painting, 
Ancient Iran  
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Introduction 

When it comes to talk of myths, strange creatures such as dragon appears in everyone's mind. 
This creature is strongly presented in many mythical and cultural beliefs in different 
civilizations. In Iranian myths, dragons (Azhi Dahāka in Avesta) often appear as the 
embodiment of evil, malice, and darkness, and in some cases (such as Zahhak in Shahnameh) 
is incarnated as human. In addition, the contrast between good and evil forces in epic 
literature of Iran (and other nations) has been portrayed as a superhuman war with dragon. In 
the history of Iranian painting, the design and motif of dragon has always been of interest to 
Iranian painters; consequently, much research has been conducted on symbolic concepts, 
fiction, religious narratives and heroism. There have also been studies of the classification of 
dragon types according to their physical structure and the variety of abilities and powers 
assumed to have. This study aimed to comparatively study the myth of dragon killing in the 
images of Ferdowsi's Shahnameh (The Book of Kings) and their relation to binarity 
worldview in ancient Iran. Research questions are: 1- What is the relationship between the 
myth of dragon killing and the binarity worldview of ancient Iran? 2. Do the images depicting 
the killing of dragons follow the myths of dragon killing? In order to answer these questions, 
first the concept of binarity in ancient Iran is briefly introduced, then the concept of dragon 
killing myth is discussed and later dragon (in terms of lexical and description of appearance 
features) and its relation to snake is examined. In addition, the myth of dragon killing has 
been compared with binarity worldview in ancient Iran and the images and their comparisons 
with the dragon killing myth are analyzed and the results are presented in the form of a table. 

Literature review 

The following are some of the studies existing in this field. 

Aghakhani Bizhani, Togheiyani, Mohammadi Fesharaki (2018), in their article entitled "An 
Investigation and analysis of symbolism in the images of Rostam's Seven Labors (Haft Khan-
e Rostam)," they consider each Labor (Khan) as a symbol of confrontation with a creature 
latent in the subconscious of human, which makes it difficult for Rostam to reach perfection. 
In the third Labor (Khan), Rostam faces a dragon which symbolizes drought. This article 
analyzes symbols as related to the images in Rostam's Seven Labors (Haft Khan-e Rostam). 
The results showed that in all images, symbols in the story of Rostam's Seven Labors (Haft 
Khan-e Rostam) are presented in images and made the relationship between the image and 
the original text meaningful to the audience. 

Ashrafzadeh and Shah Badi'zadeh (2016) in their essay entitled ''Dragon Killing Myths in 
Avesta and Epic Texts'', examine the Epic of Dragon killing in Avesta texts and state that the 
Garshasp's dragon killing is the origin of dragon killing legend formation. It is a national epic 
and is considered an archetype. They asked the question whether the narrative and 
confrontation of Garshasp with dragon was the origin of dragon killing as a story in Iranian 
myths and epic stories. The results showed that the Zoroastrian narrative dragon is the same 
as the dragons in the narrative books in later periods and that Garshasp's dragon killing myth 
has been a model for similar myths for other heroes and kings of Iran. They also say that this 
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heroic act has been modified to conform to Islamic thought but it still retains its mythological 
foundation. 

In his article entitled "The Semantic Analysis of Three-Image Style in Ferdowsi's Shahnameh 
called "Killing the Dragon by Bahram V (Bahram-e Gore)", Moghbeli (2016) examined by 
symbolic language three images of the Shahnameh by Abu Sa'id, the Shahnameh by Shiraz 
School, and the Shahnameh by Mashhad-Qazvin School entitled "Killing the Dragon by 
Bahram V (Bahram-e Gore)''. They asked the questions whether images are merely an 
efficient translation of the text of the story or a faithful narrative of the text. If so, what view 
do they follow in creating all these wonders and diversity in aesthetics, symbols and signs of 
the image? The results show that although the painter is faithful in depicting the essence of 
the poem, at the same time he/she did not follow the text alone, rather presents a visual 
narrative and his/her interpretation of the content by selecting a part of the poem and mixing 
it with imagination and conventional/artistic values. 

In their study entitled "a comparative study of good/evil contrast in the images of 
Khavarannameh and Shahnameh (with an archetypal critique approach)", Mahmoudi and 
Hajhasani (2014) state that in analyzing Ferdowsi's Shahnameh, the binary contrast or 
good/bad controversy is incorporated into the main theme of Shahnameh and that it casts 
shadow as a ghost over the components of this great work. They also state that these stories, 
which are based on this controversy, are considered archetypes. They believe that good/evil 
controversy either as archetype, as linking to the myth of first victimization, or as influenced 
by the myth of the original sin, it emerges in all forms of human narratives. It is also 
concluded that the influence of Khavarannameh on Shahnameh is evident in three areas of 
archetypal characters, archetypal symbols and archetypal positions and practices. 

in their article, "The Myth of Dragon killing and its Design in Shahnameh," Malmir and 
Hossein Panahi (2012) argue that the myth of dragon killing lies in the deep structure in the 
stories of Shahnameh. After extracting seventeen stories from Ferdowsi's Shahnameh, the 
stories are compared and their narrative structure is investigated based on the structuralism of 
Levi Strauss. The results show that dragon killing myth lies also in deep structure of some 
stories seemingly unrelated with the myth because the deep structure of all stories is based on 
the contrast of fertility of nature with infertility. 

Research Methodology 

The research method is descriptive-analytic using a comparative approach. Documentary 
sources and library are used to collect data. Six images were selected as research samples 
from different schools of painting in Iran using selective method. Myths and images with the 
theme of dragon killing were semantically compared resulting in findings of the study. The 
images are analyzed qualitatively. 
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Theoretical Foundations of Research 

The concept of binarity in ancient Iran 

Binarity as the belief in two principles of good and evil is one of the ancient and fundamental 
beliefs of Aryans but it has still remained in Iranian thought. It never meant believing in two 
Gods (duality); however, accepting two origins for good and evil is one of the old beliefs of 
Aryan. "They attributed evil and good to different sources. Good forces were the cause of 
happiness while evil power was the cause of human misery. Against God and the heavens are 
the worlds of evil and darkness, in which the demons rule. The world of evil is under the 
command of cacogenesis or evil spirit who is constantly at war with the symbol of goodness, 
namely Ahura Mazda and in another story Spentä Mainyu" (Yahaghi, 1990, 19). In 
Zoroastrianism it is believed that there are two opposing forces of good (Spentä Mainyu: light 
effect) and evil (Angra Mainyu: darkness effect) in nature that are always at war with one 
another (Oshidari, 1997: 43.47). The Zoroastrian beliefs of Ahura and Ahriman originate 
from Zurvanism (Zurvan). Thus, the first god sacrificed for a thousand years to have a son 
whom he named Ohrmazd, but eventually, he doubted the impact of the sacrifice and this 
doubt caused two children to come, Ohrmazd for sacrifice and evil for doubting. Zurvan 
promised to give the kingdom of the earth to the son who is born sooner. Ahriman tore her 
mother's womb and was born sooner but because of the bad smell, Zurvan did not recognize 
him as his son and said "You are not my child." until Ohrmazd was born with sweet smell and 
Zurvan recognized him. Ahriman reminded father of his promise and Zurvan replied that he 
would surrender the kingdom of the earth to Ahriman for 9,000 years, after the expiration of 
that time it will be handed over to Ohrmazd forever (Yahaghi, 1990: 225). Like Zoroastrians, 
Manichaeism believed that Ahura Mazda and Ahriman were both born of Zurvan (Primordial 
God) and that the world is the battlefield of both good and evil forces. But at the end of the 
world domination is with Ahura Mazda and since Ahura Mazda is absolute purity there is no 
vice in him. So whatever is bad is devilish. Mani religion is based on binarity, and this, like 
Mandaic religion (Mandaeism), puts it in the category of Iranian religions. In Manichaeism, 
the war between the two worlds of darkness and light led to the destruction of matter and the 
liberation of spirit. In Manichaeism, the material world is a symbol of darkness and evil, and 
human being who is binary (the spirit from the light world and the body from the dark world) 
can help the light forces for ultimate victory (Jud Elson, 1989: 330). Zoroastrianism is based 
on monotheism, meaning that Zoroastrians believe in the great god Ahura Mazda, and that 
some natural forces such as water, fire, wind, soil, and sun are derived from the attributes of 
God. The source of evil and darkness is looked for in an evil being called Ahriman (Shahpour 
Shahbazi, 2005: 18). For Zoroastrians, God is Absolute Good, and because He is 
fundamentally opposed to evil, He cannot be associated with it, and throughout history in the 
struggle of life and death He fights against evil. God is the source of all goodness. Evil is 
true, but it is a force that seeks destruction, corruption, death, disease, poverty, and sin are all 
the work of the devil who seeks to destroy the divine world. God is a thinker and He has a 
reason for everything He does. God has created the world to be His helper in fighting evil. 
The world can be a battlefield between good and evil, but it is inherently good and presents 
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its creator's characteristics which are order and harmony. Denying the good foundation of 
material world is one of the greatest sins that a Zoroastrian can commit (Hinnells, 1996: 191).  

What is important in Zoroastrianism is the issue of selection and good has always been 
emphasized in it. In this religion, it is not only Angra Mainyu and Spentä Mainyu that face 
moral selection. Similarly, a person who opens his heart to Ahura Mazda's message and 
listens to it is actually on the verge of decision making and selection. This selection is always 
between divine power and evil forces, between good and evil, between eternal salvation and 
permanent condemnation, and the present world is the scene of struggle between these two 
forces. Human (hero or champion) is the one who must end this battle. At the very moment 
when man chooses between good and evil, the battle begins and at that moment, one begins 
to cross over Chinvat Bridge (selection). His life and his destiny depend on this selection; In 
fact, human chooses whether to be victorious in eternal world or to be ultimately destroyed 
by the field (Sakhaei, 2007). 

The concept of dragon killing myth 

Mythology is very useful in identifying the history of civilization, illuminating the dark sides 
of ancient social structures and understanding the beliefs and mentality of ancient peoples 
(Amozegar, 2006: 6). Myths have had a special sanctity in the past because "myths are the 
religious beliefs of early humans and are important structural elements of human culture" 
(Mozaffarian 2012: 214). Also, myths represent enduring and recurring patterns of human 
experiences and explain the events of human life in different ages (Tavoosi and Doroudgar, 
2011: 105). Mythical concepts and beliefs of different nations have been more often 
expressed in their stories and anecdotes in the past. One of the most common myths in Indian 
and European cultures is the myth of dragon killing that has been recounted in myths and 
epics and stories of people all over the world from a long time ago. The issue of dragon 
killing in national myths and epics is a recurring theme, particularly, it is a mythological type 
"which has religious and ritual content and relates to cosmic events and beliefs about creation 
and resurrection" (Sarkarati (2014), quoted in Ashrafzadeh and Shah Badiezadeh, 2016: 30). 
This pattern in dragon killing myth consists of three main elements: 1- Dragon 2- Captivated 
fertility force (water, cow, girl) 3- Dragon killer hero. In this pattern, dragon prevents the 
continuation of life by captivating one of the blessings and fertility forces (Mahmoodi, Haj 
Hassani, 2014: 24). In Iranian mythological and epic narratives, there are a large number of 
dragon killer heroes, the most famous of whom are: Fereydun, Gershasp Yasam, Rostam, 
Vishtaspa (Goshtasb), Esfandiyār, Bahman, Ardashir I (Ardashir-e Babakan), Bahram V 
(Bahram Gor), Bahram Chobin and... In addition, Gods such as Bahram, Tishtrya, Azar, 
Mehr, Soroush, and even Ahura Mazda himself are dragon killers and the description of their 
heroism and dragon killing can be read in such poems as Garshaspname, Bahman Nameh, 
Sam-Nameh and Faramarz Nama. The Gershasp's dragon killing myth is one of the earliest 
legendary and epic narratives of dragon killing whose mythological aspects have been 
preserved both in Avesta and in many later narratives. For the first time in the tenth paragraph 
of the ninth chapter of Yasna: "A brave young powerful man with curly hair who prevailed 
against the horned (quarrelsome termagant) who swallowed horses and men; Those yellow 
and poisonous dragon with tumidity of yellow poison to the height of spear, the dragon that 
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Gershasp cooked food on its back in a pot at noon, then the dragon sweated from intense 
heat, shook and boiled water pot poured and ingenious Gershasp jumped to one side fearfully 
(Poordavood (2008) Quoted by Ashrafzadeh and Shah Badiezadeh, 2016). 

It is from this time that Gershasp becomes Iranians' hero by the promise of Zahak 
(Ashrafzadeh, Shah Badiezadeh: 2016, 41). After the dragon is killed by Gershasp, Black 
Dragon becomes the motif on Gershasp's flag, and this flag with dragon on it becomes the 
family symbol of Sistan sovereigns; as in Shahnameh, I see Rostam and Faramarz 
everywhere under this flag. In Shahnameh, the description of Sam's dragon killing is similar 
to that of Gershasb. In Bahman Nameh, which follows the writing of Garshaspname and 
Shahnameh, the description of heroism of Sam's clan can also be seen (Safa, 1995: 289). In 
Bahman Nameh we read that Azar Burzin, the son of Faramarz, was the first person who 
killed a dragon named "Black Cloud" at the request of an old man named Borsaben. The 
features of the dragon are reminiscent of the horned dragon in Avesta and its epic companion 
(twin) in Shekavand Kooh that was destroyed by Gershasp. (Iranshah ibn Abi al-Khair, 1991: 
525). After Azar Burzin, Bahman fights with the dragon but the arrow does not hit the target 
and falls from the horse and was eaten by dragon. Because the hero of the story is killed, the 
story of Bahman is one of the few dragon killing stories which is very concise. Sam-Nameh is 
another poem that describes dragon killing by Sam dynasty and its narrative structure 
indicates its modeling of "Garshaspname" and Gershasb's dragon killing in Avesta. In this 
poem, the hero (Sam) throws an arrow at the dragon, but that arrow is not effective on the 
dragon and he finally beats on the head of filthy termagant by a wand and kills it. Faramarz 
Nameh which is the report of dragon killing by Faramarz is one of the most famous Iranian 
epics. At the time this story was versified, the fifth century, there were other narrations about 
Faramarz, some of which appear in Borzu Nama, Jahangirnameh and Bahman Nameh. 
Shahnameh also speaks of Faramarz's story and the story of his rule in Sindh region and his 
murder by Bahman is in told in the book (Safa, 1995: 296). According to the story of 
Faramarz Nama, Faramarz and his heroes travel to India to help Naushad (King of India) in 
order to defeat his enemy. Faramarz eliminates a number of Noushad's enemies, and then 
fights against the dragon called Marjusha. 

The description of Dragon and its relationship with snake 

Dragons have complex, ugly and terrifying forms so that they can reflect the depth of evil and 
malevolence and incite human fear. They are depicted with bodies like snakes, wings and 
jaws like bats and invading birds, teeth like crocodiles or lions and horns like fighting 
animals. Dragon is described in Dehkhoda Dictionary as follows: Dragon: Snake, Great 
snake. (Borhan); very big snake. (Dehkhoda, 1994).  In Mo'in Encyclopedic Dictionary it has 
also been defined as the legendary Great Snake (AD). Dragon is a legendary snake with a 
large body that has strong wings and claws and flames fire out of its mouth (Moein, 1983: 
Vol. 10). In Al-Masudi's Meadows of Gold and Mines of Gems of the Masjid (Murūj aḏ-
Ḏahab wa-Maʿādin al-Jawhar), dragon has been described as a snake shape creature or 
snake. Others have said that dragon is a creature that lies at seabed and grows and harasses 
sea animals and God sends clouds and angels to bring it out of the sea and it is like a black 
snake that has lightning and sound and destroys with its tail whatever big building, tree or 
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mountain that comes up against it. Occasionally, while breathing, it will burn down a large 
tree and the cloud would throw it into the Gog and Magog (Yaʾjūj wa-Maʾjūj) land and rain 
falls down on them and kill the dragon and  the people of Gog and Magog (Yaʾjūj wa-Maʾjūj) 
feed on it. 

In ancient Iranian Semiotics, snake is a symbol of evil. In some texts, it is mentioned that 
dragon sits on treasure (Fakharian, 2003: 120). In explaining that dragons are related to 
treasure and Az is the same as dragons, it should be said that Az is avidity and is mentioned in 
Avesta as (Azi) and it is often associated with demon (Afifi, 1995: 219). Given the similarity 
between the use of the word snake instead of dragons in various texts and the cases that have 
described dragon as a giant snake, it can be said that, as in Mesopotamian myths, snake 
appears as a primordial symbol, dragon can also be a primordial symbol. (Guirand, 1375: 58-
60). In some works, the meaning of dragon is the same as snake and in popular myths and 
literature, this has been widely stated. The words "dragon" and "snake" can both have one 
meaning and one reality. Human depicts snake as a sacred dragon, a giant, and a strange 
beast, so it has a prominent place in mythology. In Iranian mythological culture, snake has 
various manifestations and appears in various forms, such as Zahak in Shahnameh. As 
mentioned, snake is a universal symbol and is often identified with dragon. In the Far East, 
there is no difference between the two, and in symbols of the world it has concepts such as 
destruction and death, and its molting means a resurrection and revival. In Western mythical 
literature and legends, as in Iran, the concept of snake is similar to dragon. In various myths, 
the word dragon is a very special term for the association of a snake that is constantly 
awakened and constantly at war with the gods or heroes. For this reason, snake, and 
consequently dragon, is associated with seabed and the dark underground world. In Greek 
mythology and in Mithraic ritual, snake is also a symbol of the earth (Razi, 1992: 219). In the 
myths of different nations, snake has dual meanings and attributes and possesses two-sided 
cryptic qualities. It is both an animal that carries the burden of all sins and evils on its back 
(including the deception of Adam and Eve in the story of Genesis) and a divine animal and a 
new life guide because its regular and pervasive deformation implies unconscious lights and 
different stages of mental development. Snake will rejuvenate by molting, but in fact that is 
not different from the former. It is therefore considered "Revitalization" (de Beaucorps, 1994: 
7 and 64). 

Comparing Dragon Killing Myth with Binarity Worldview in Ancient Iran 

The world system in mythology is based on a binary foundation (good versus evil). In Iranian 
mythology, it is the same regarding the subject of creation, and from the very beginning of 
creation, world system has been a binary system. After the birth of Ohrmazd and Ahriman, 
the first being the result of patience and invocation and the second the result of doubt (of 
course, Ahriman is first born), Ahriman becomes the symbol of evil, dark, ugly, and the 
embodiment of devil while Ohrmazd becomes the symbol of light and beauty and the 
embodiment of all good things (Amoozegar, 2005: 41). So we are facing binarity right from 
the beginning of creation. The world is composed of light and darkness, good and evil, black 
and white, good and bad. Without one of them, the system of creation will be destroyed. So 
there are always two opposing or adverse forces in myths. (Shayganfar, 2005: 941). In fact, 
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the confrontation between the forces of good and evil create great mythical and epic events. 
The dragon killing myth, therefore, is a typical example of this binarity and this binary 
opposition. Sarkarati (1979) considers this kind of myth as a symbol and a mystery of human 
life process as well as his/her struggle towards true knowledge of self. 

The myth of dragon killing is an interpretation of the complicated process of one's personality 
development where conscious man pursues perfection, freedom and individuality while 
simultaneously has to fight with the dragon of self, as a symbol of unconscious psyche to 
attain the ultimate in self-knowledge (Sarkarati, 1978: 145). The battle between hero and 
dragon is another interpretation of the primitive human struggle for self-awareness. Here, evil 
powers from the heaven appear in the form of dragons and other demons (Jung, 1999: 176-
175). In Iranian myths, dragons (Azhi Dahāka in Avesta) are sometimes depicted as the 
embodiment of evil and mischief and in some cases (such as Zahak in Shahnameh) they are 
embodied as human. The confrontation between good and evil forces in Iranian (and other 
nations) epics  is depicted as a superhuman war with dragons (Abdollah and Shayesteh Far, 
2013: 44). Perhaps dragon can be considered as natural rebellious force, instinct and carnality 
that the hero wants to overcome (Dara, 2007: 4). Ferdowsi sees dragon defeat as a special act 
of heroes. The beast represents the rebellious power of carnality that the hero wins over it; 
therefore it is one of the stages of hero's perfection (Behdani, 2012: 10 & 11). Dragons are 
dark representations of humane subconscious involving the dangerous, ambiguous and 
shadowy aspect of his personality that man wants to overcome (Ghaemi, 2010: 21). In fact, 
dragon is an obstacle for wayfarer and hero whose killing and defeating is a real triumph and 
is the essence of his existence and is considered a prelude to the entry into higher spiritual 
levels. The confrontation of hero and dragon can be interpreted as the confrontation of 
thousands of contradictory and binary realities of life and the universe in one's mind; the 
contrast between light and darkness, youth and senility, justice and injustice, freedom and 
servitude, and finally the most glorious hero and the most dreaded dragon, namely life and 
death (Sarkarati, 1978: 137). 

Adapting Images with Dragon Killing Myth 

In the mind of human who considers a value for everything, what is attributed to the higher 
world has a subtle, homogeneous and beautiful color, and what is associated with the 
underworld is dark especially black, heterogeneous, rough and ugly. Painting with the 
language of line and color is the arena for the battle between Ahura and devil forces. 
However, miniature of painting kind is not a narrative because the illustrator avoids 
describing events and the outcome of adventures. He/she deals only with the theme of the 
story (Abdollah and Shayesteh Far, 2013: 46). The eternal nature of paintings makes them 
timeless and placeless. In these works, all image elements in epic scenes are manifestations of 
the struggle between two forces of good versus evil. The painting features depicting epic 
scenes can be mentioned as weight, emotional rhythm, survival and immortality.  

For example, in a sheet of Demotte Shahnameh or Great Ilkhanid Shahnameh belonging to 
Tabriz Ilkhanid School (Picture 1), overcoming the dragon occupies much of the composition 
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of the work, a huge dragon with eagle-like claws and a scary look that has been killed by the 
hero of the story (Bahram). 

    

Picture1. Bahram kills the dragon / ink and gouache / Demotte Shahnameh or Great Ilkhanid Shahnameh, 730 
AH / Tabriz First School, Ilkhani / Rainey Rogers Collection / b.1943.658 

Picture2. The Fighting of Bahram V (Bahram-e Gore) with Dragons in Going to India / Ink and Gouache / 
Injuids Mongol 's Shahnameh 741 AH / Qawamuddin Hassan Wazir/ Shiraz School / Freer & Sackler  
Collection, New York / S1986.114 

Wild nature with towering mountains and pine trees are other elements in this picture. No 
specific time can be imagined for this event. This painting enjoys dynamic composition and 
emotional rhythm characterizing epic works. This dynamic can be seen in the bodily state of 
the dragon, which is spiraled on tree trunk and its depiction continues down the page. Here 
the dragon is a symbol of the evil powers from heaven, and the instinctive power and 
carnality and Bahram are humane embodiments of divine and heavenly powers and 
perfectionism which are in opposition to one another. 

 The symbolic use of blue in Bahram's clothing attests to spiritual victory and reaching the 
higher stage of spiritual progress because blue signifies spirituality, Murāqabah (Sufi 
meditation) and contemplation. In this image, the victory of good and heavenly forces on evil 
power is emphasized. In another image of Injuids Mongol 's Shahnameh (picture 2), the fight 
between Bahram V (Bahram-e Gore) and dragons on the way to India can be seen. Here the 
image is at the service of the text and the text seems to be more important. All events in the 
text are fully covered as the poem and what matters is Bahram's confrontation with the 
dragon which is depicted in a tight, compact, enclosed frame among the words. 

There are no other elements of nature but the moment of Bahram's encounter with the 
dragon. What seems to be important for the illustrator of Shiraz school is addressing the main 
story without marginalization. Relatively large dragons with wide open mouths and snaky 
characteristics such as torsion and encircling block Bahram's path. Bahram is also hurrying 
towards the dragon, while pulling the bow's string. Although the composition of the image is 
static, it does not lack the dynamics and emotional rhythm of the epic works. Dynamism and 
emotion are evident in the mode seen in Bahram's horse and the way he pulls his bow for the 
dragon. Bahram goes to India with a charitable intention to help King Naushad. He is the 
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embodiment of benevolence and libertarianism. In contrast, dragon is the embodiment of evil, 
malice, oppression, and darkness that impedes the realization of libertarianism that is one of 
the characteristics of perfect human. Although the picture appears to be a narrative of the 
scene of confrontation, it is ultimately an embodiment of human consciousness. 

The myth of dragon killing has a self-consciousness function in this picture, and it shows well 
that human life is full of constant confrontation and conflict with evil. Goshtasb (in Avesta is 
Vishtaspa) is another Iranian hero who participates in this confrontation and kills the terrible 
dragon to fulfill the condition for marrying Roman Caesar's daughter. As it can be seen in 
(Picture 3), here the image serves the text and takes up very little space. The story of this 
incident can be seen in a closed space and in a tight frame. The image is static in 
composition, with no other elements than the two main elements of the story; that is, the hero 
and the dragon, whose body consists of two spiral rings. Regarding the spiral shape, it should 
be said that "the spiral shape has a symbolic message; in spiral motion, there are continuous 
contraction and expansion as well as inward and outward movement" (Goodarzi, Keshavarz, 
2007: 89). Here the spiral of dragon's body is a symbol of the binarity of inside versus 
outside. The colors in this image are also limited to golden and red accordingly. Red has a 
special quality; for example, red looks like black while yellow has a binary meaning. On the 
one hand, because of its resemblance to blood, red is a symbol of happiness, life, sacrifice for 
the beloved, spiritual awareness and wisdom. On the other hand, in its lowest position, it is a 
symbol of man's animal spirit, demons, bogies, war and bloodshed, fire of inflammation, and 
the tumultuous world. Razi believes that the stage of Red Death in mysticism is the stage in 
which self dominates lust (Kashefi, Safari Ahmad Abad, Sharifzadeh, 2014: 48). Golden also 
symbolizes immortality, the glory of illumination, the restoration of the original purity of 
human nature and the power of God. Two colors of golden and red, two main elements of the 
story (the hero and the dragon), the two spiral rings of the dragon body all represent binarity 
in the image. Dragon is a symbol of the animal self of human and a barrier to the attainment 
of an eternal mistress and Vishtaspa (Goshtasb) is a symbol of compassion for the beloved, a 
sacrifice for him, spiritual awareness and wisdom and control of self over lust. 

     

Picture 3. Vishtaspa (Goshtasb) and killing the dragon / Ink and Gouache / Injuids Mongol's Shahnameh 741 
AH/ Shiraz Mogul School/ Freer & Sackler Collection, New York /F1942.11 
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Picture 4. Killing the Dragon by Esfandiyār/ Ink and Gouache / Shahnameh Ibrahim Soltan, around 844 AH / 
Shiraz Timurid School / European Private Collection (Amir Mohtashami) 

Another case of dragon killing in Iranian myth has been done by Esfandyār. To release his 
sisters (Homai and Beh-Afarid) from Arjasp, Esfandyār goes to Rooyin's fortress (Dez-e 
Rooyin). To get to the fortress, he leaves behind seven labors (Khan). In the third labor 
(Khan), he kills terrible dragons (Pigure 4). After Esfandyār heared that he had to fight a 
terrible dragon in the third labor (Khan), he thought of a solution and he asked carpenters to 
manufacture a chariot and a carousel armored with blades protruding from its wheels and 
angles so that he could hide inside it. The carpenters built a chariot with a box inside it and 
delivered it to Esfandiyār. The chariot carrying Esfandiyār came near the dragon. The dragon 
pulled towards itself with his tail the horse and the chariot and then, Esfandiyār seized the 
opportunity and jumped out of the box and tore the belly of the dragon; thus Esfandiyār 
escaped of the third labor (Khan). In this image (picture 4) the dragon looms from the upper 
left of the page approaching Esfandiyār's chariot. The torsion of dragon's body while twisting 
and coming down in an offensive and aggressive manner doubles the dread created. 
Similarly, showing the beast from above in the two-dimensional space of paper illustrates the 
painter's skill in designing. In terms of design and form, these dragons represent a stronger 
embodiment of the concept of dragons because of improved proportions and the use of 
balanced lines on animal's body resulting in a remarkable harmony. Likewise, the shape of 
the dragon, the chariot wheel, the movement of horses and the layout of the elements on the 
plate had a significant effect on the dynamics of the composition. In terms of space creation, 
the work has abstract as well as imaginational features. Esfandiyār himself is implied in the 
work and the audience is confronted with his thinking and tact. According to Adler and 
Radin's theories, Esfandiyār's personality is introduced as follows: Esfandiyar has a 
sublimation-seeking, forward-looking, targeted, honorable spirit in seven labor (Haft Khan), 
and his behavior is right, balanced, and in accordance with wisdom and discretion 
(Nasrollahi, Jangali, 2017: 282). Esfandiyār is a symbol of wisdom, tact and intelligence 
because of his consultations with Peshotanu on the way to seven labors (Haft Khan). 

In this labor (khan), dragon is to mislead him and cause confusion and doubt. It is also a 
symbol of inner weaknesses and unconscious disabilities. This contrast is an internal struggle 
in which Esfandiyār's victory led him to consciousness and nearer to the next level of 
perfection. Overally, the work includes a perfectionist conceptual basis while simultaneously 
embodies awareness with a self-consciousness function. 

Rostam's third labor (Khan) involves confronting with and killing dragons that cause drought. 
In this labor (Khan), Rostam fights great dragons; sometimes, dragon waits for the hero to 
have a fierce battle with it. Dragon disappears from Rostam's eyes for two times. Rostam gets 
angry with Rakhsh (Rostam's horse) because he thinks that Rakhsh has woken him up in vain. 
In third time, due to Rostam's divine charisma and grace, dragon cannot sink into the ground 
to hide from Rostam's eyes, and this is where the battle begins. Rostam has an extraordinary 
human power and body. With the help of Rakhsh -the auxiliary force- Rostam defeats the 
dragon (Aghajani Bijani et al., 2018: 220).  
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Picture 5. Battle of Rostam with Dragon / Ink and Gouache / Shahnameh of Shah Tahmasp about 928 AH / 
Tabriz 2 / J.M Rogers. Islamic Art. Khalili Collection / London no. MSS 1030, folio 119 

Figure 6. Bahram V (Bahram-e Gore) and the Killing of Dragons / Ink and Gouache / Shahnameh Safavi 988 
AH / Qazvin-Mashhad School / Fitzwilliam's private Collection. no.69 

In this unique image (Picture 5), called Rostam's battle with dragon, the audience faces one of 
the best scenes ever created. Intensifying the tension, the dragon attacks Rostam by jumping 
over Rakhsh. Spiral shapes and twists and the dragon's golden color, high skill in design and 
drawing anatomic details as well as creating dynamic battle scenes are features of this image. 
This image has a very dynamic composition. Elements such as trees, clouds, dragon bodies, 
and horse jump, as well as Rostam play a significant role in this dynamic. The diagonal line 
drawn from the dragon's body shows that the dragon has been overthrow and killed. 

About the personality and psychological characteristics of Rostam, Nasrollahi and Jangali 
(2017) acknowledge that in the first five labors out of seven labors (khan), Rostam is totally 
submitted to fate; he does not think of any solutions; he is purely surrendered. Only external 
factors help him and in most cases he requires God's help. In most cases, he has a hasty, 
wacky, opportunistic, present-looking and violent personality and his behavior is far from 
fairness and justice. In these seven stages (Haft khan), Rostam indulges in roasting zebras, 
overeating, oversleeping and anger. He seems to be captivated by eating, sleeping, anger and 
lust (Nematzadeh (2006) quoted by Nasrollahi, Jangali, 2017: 282). In fact, instincts, 
carnality and lust that are sources of evil appear in the form of dragons in the third labor 
(Khan). In this image, dragon is the embodiment of the raw and discrete psyche of Rostam. 
He reaches mental maturity and self-awareness by overcoming it. Similarly, Rakhsh has been 
a help as a symbol of divine assistance (deus ex machina) and the source of good. Likewise, 
the blue color which is seen throughout the image signifies spiritual victory and overcoming 
the demons of self because blue represents spirituality, purity, peace, hope and life. 

In another image (picture 6), Bahram V (Bahram-e Gore) is seen fighting with black dragon 
on his way to India. The dragon which looks very scary with flames coming out of its mouth 
appears in front of Bahram. The torsion and rotation of the dragon's body and its four legs 
and head resemble those of a Chinese dragon. The composition is dynamic and has an 
emotional rhythm. The colors of this image are often cool and the all trees are dry and 
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leafless. A small portion of the image is also dedicated to the text. Bahram is the symbol of 
heroism, self-sacrifice and altruism who endangers his life for the sake of others. In ancient 
Persian texts, Bahram V (Bahram-e Gore) is well known for justice, attention to people, 
happiness, courage and gallantry. Various stories have been narrated about him (Zarrin Kob, 
2004: 13).  Dragon which is a symbol of evil and filth and is depicted in black prevents 
generosity, altruism and sacrifice. In this confrontation, purity, justice and fairness and in 
fact, Bahram removes dragon which is the symbol of evil and filth; meanwhile, Bahram V's 
(Bahram-e Gore) "self-consciousness" evolves turning to "oneness with the world" 
(Toghiyani and Vatankhah, 2010: 23). According to what was said, the analysis of the visual 
and conceptual qualities of dragon and components derived from binary worldview in ancient 
Iran in the reviewed images is presented below. 

Table 1: Analysis of Visual, Conceptual Qualities and components of binary worldview 
in images 

No 

Title and Image Focus of 
image 

Encounter 
status 

Visual basis and binary concept of 
image 

Composition 
structure 

Emphasis 
on the 
dragon 
motif 

1 

Bahram kills the 
dragon 

dominance of 
good and 
heavenly 
forces over 
evil 

The defeat of 
dragon 

. Evil powers 

. The instinctive 
force 
. Carnality 

. Divine and 
heavenly powers 
. Perfectionism 

Dynamic lower left 
corner of 
the image 

2 

Bahram V's battle 
with the dragon  
On the way to 

India 

Self- 
consciousness 

Moment of 
confrontation 
and attack on 
the dragon 

. Evil 

. Malice 

. Cruelty and 
darkness 

. Libertarianism 

. Absolute good 
dynamic at 
the same 
time static 

The right 
side of the 
image 

3 

Vishtaspa 
(Goshtasb) and 

killing the dragon 

Symbolic 
expression of 
binary 
worldview, 
inside versus 
outside. 

Moment of 
confrontation 
and attacking 
the dragon 

. Animal self of 
the human  
 . Obstacle to 
reach the beloved 
. turmoil in 
tumultuous world 

. A symbol of 
compassion and 
sacrifice for the 
beloved 
.  Spiritual 
awareness and 
wisdom 
. Control of self 
over lust 

dynamic at 
the same 
time static 

The left 
side of the 
image 
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Conclusion 

The notion of binarity in ancient Iran is rooted in fundamental beliefs of Aryans, as well as in 
rituals such as Zoroastrianism, Zurvanism and Mandaism. This concept as examined in this 
study in its absolute meaning does not mean two gods, one being good and the other being 
bad, independent of each other and existing from very beginning; rather, in all of them Ahura 
Mazda is known and introduced as the creator of everything. In fact, binarity is related to the 
two forces of good and evil created by moral choice. It is a choice between good and evil, 
between divine power and demonic powers, between eternal salvation and permanent wrath 
and condemnation. Hence, these two forces of good and evil are constantly fighting each 
other and the current world is the battlefield for these two. In fact, the root of dragon killing 
myth is derived from binarity and the contrast of good versus evil. In painting, this concept 
has been depicted by the encounter between hero and dragons or demons. 

By examining the images, it was concluded that this confrontation always happened between 
a hero- symbolizing perfectionism, divine power, rationality, self-awareness, all good forces- 
and dragon/s- symbolizing evil, inner weakness, sensual needs and obstacles on the way to 
beloved. As we have seen, dynamic composition has been used to illustrate this contrast in 
the images, and in cases where this battle and confrontation has taken on a more complex 

4 

Kill the Dragon 
by Esfandiyār 

Dominance 
of rationality 
over 
sensuality 

Moment of 
confrontation 

. A symbol of 
confusion and 
doubt 
. Internal 
weaknesses 
. Unconscious 
Disabilities 

. Self-awareness 

. Perfectionism 

. Sublimation 

Dynamic and 
spiral  

The left 
side of the 
image 

5 

Rostam's battle 
with dragon 

Occult forces 
and divine 
help in 
overcoming 
the devil 

The defeat of 
dragon 

. Instinctive needs 

. Rogue soul 

. Lust 

. Raw and 
discrete psyche 
 . The battle of 
right and wrong 
. Inner devil 

. Mental maturity 
and self-
awareness 
. Divine 
charisma and 
grace 
. Exiting 
darkness and 
entering light and 
right 
. Divine 
assistance (deus 
ex machine) 

Dynamic and 
spiral  

In center 

6 

Bahram's  battle 
with dragon 

Generosity 
and the 
evolution of 
consciousness  

Moment of 
confrontation 
and attack on 
the dragon 

. Symbol of evil 
and filth 
.Prevents 
generosity, 
altruism and 
sacrifice 

. Cleanliness and 
justice and 
generosity 
Self-awareness . 
. Oneness with 
the world 

Dynamic and 
spiral  

The left 
side of the 
image 
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form, spiral composition has been used. Spiral composition in Iranian painting symbolizes the 
achievement of plurality in unity, vice versa. That is to say that when a human or hero crosses 
all the inner and spiritual multiplicities, he/she comes to a unity that becomes completely 
divine and absolute good. Similarly, from another aspect, it reminds of the circularity of 
human endless encounters with the binary of good versus evil in the course of life. In these 
images, the visual elements and basic principles of Iranian painting properly used by painters 
are also very important in reflecting and conveying concepts in the images. 
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